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conversation, which was by all odds the pleasantest I've had here,
Count Makino impressed me as a really great gentleman. He is
close to the Emperor but he doesn't, alas, carry much weight in these
days of military domination. He referred, as nearly everyone does
here, to the sentiment of the Japanese for Alice as a Perry ; he had
spoken of this to Frank McCoy in even more expansive terms. As
for the net result of my talk with Makino, I didn't learn very much
of a concrete nature, it is true, and of course he is not in a position
to reveal to the American Ambassador his precise attitude towards
Japanese policy, but I could read between the lines and believe he
is going to be a sympathetic and possibly a helpful friend.
To turn to an entirely different subject, I was astonished after our
Fourth-of-July reception to find that all the candies on our buffet
table bore the legend " Moscow, made in U.S.S.R. (Russia)." I
learn that the Soviets are flooding the Far East with these candies,
which sell for less than the price of raw sugar and, incidentally, are
delicious.
" DANGEROUS THOUGHTS "—AN ANTI-FASCIST
MONOPOLY
July 15, 1932
Two 'hundred alleged Communists are undergoing trial in the
Tokyo courts. They are those who have been taken in police raids
since April of last year. Hardly a week passes that the papers do not
tell of the arrest of radicals somewhere in Japan, but, needless to say,
none of the raids has been on the military extremists or other reaction-
aries. They usually involve comparatively harmless students and
clerks. The movement does not appear to be widespread—in fact,
it has been practically stamped out—but the publicity attendant on
these raids is for the purpose of deterring others of the same persuasion,
as well as to provide a cloak for the military extremists.
COMPROMISE OR QJJIBBLE?
July 16, 1932
Fleisher came to tell me that at this morning's press conference
Shiratori had told the correspondents that the Japanese Government,
in trying to meet the point of view of the League Commission, was
trying the possibility of recognizing Manchukuo as a " government"
and delaying recognition as a " state " until it should have proved
its qualifications for the latter status. It is not clear whether this
proposition is intended to preserve the territorial integrity and the
sovereignty of China, over Manchuria or not, but whatever it means
it is the very first.indication of a possible compromise. Either it must
mean preserving China's sovereignty or it is a pure qiiibfc^ of
words.

